
Make Me a Poet

My story on Monday began:
Mountainous seas crashed on the cliffs,

            And the desolate land grew wetter…..
The teacher wrote a little note:

Remember the capital letter!

My poem on Tuesday began:
Red tongues of fire,

             Licked higher and higher
             From smoking Etna’s top….
The teacher wrote a little note:
             Where is your full stop?

My story on Wednesday began:
Through the lonely, pine –scented wood

            There twists a hidden path…
The teacher wrote a little note:
             Start a paragraph!

My poem on Thursday began:
             The trembling child,
             Eyes dark and wild,
             Frozen midst the fighting…
The teacher wrote a little note:
             Take care untidy writing!

My story on Friday began:
The boxer bruised and bloody lay,

            His eye half closed and swollen
The teacher wrote a little note:

Use a semi-colon!

Next Monday my story will begin:
Once upon a time ….

from Creative Writing by Gervase Phinn



jALARMING ALLITERATION

Alliteration used in popular speech, sayings & adverts: bread and butter; as green as
grass; better safe than-sorry. The sound links the two things together and helps make
them memorable. Play with alliteration to excess at the start - it's fun.

a) ln pairs, form new sayings on the as ... as a  model:
● as stiff as a statue; as cruel as a cane, as proud as a principal

b) give groups a cluster of letters (ABCDE) and follow the model above
as angry as an activist, as bogus as a burger
as cold as a cave, as dull as a dog's dinner,

C)  One wet walrus waddling woefully. .
Two terrible toucans toasted Tony’s tooth
Six shy shuttlecocks sank in shiny shampoo
(note it's the initial sound, not the letter)

d) construct sentences on a pattern: pronoun + adverb + verb + preposition + adjective
+ noun in which all the words (except the pronoun/preposition) are alliterated.

 ACROSTIC : a single word vertically is both the writer's constraint & stimulus.
●Variations include proper nouns/names (BEDOK, SUSAN) and everyday words

(HEADACHE, TIMETABLE)

The violent sound rolls through heaven
Hollowly.
Under a threatening sky
Nervous children scurry home
Deafened by the fearsome guns
Exploding overhead.
Rain cannot be far behind.

Going through walls
Haunting dark, empty rooms
Or making scary noises
Shaking bones and chains
They don't scare me (well, only a little bit.)

Skewer a tender chunk of chicken
And grill it on the BBQ
Then dip it in peanut sauce
And bite it before it drips.
Yummy!



SIMILE & METAPHOR
A poet carefully selects and arranges
words to create images or pictures in a
reader's mind.
Such patterns of picture-giving words are
called figures of speech. One of the most
important figures of speech is the simile.

a simile compares one thing with an-
other, using ‘like’ or ‘as x as y’.
This helps us see the similarities
between two very different things, or
surprises us into thinking, why is X like
Y?
A simile is often a startling and original
part of a poet’s writing and point of view.

Think of the storm roaming the sky
uneasily
like a dog looking for a place to sleep in,
listen to it growling. -  Elizabeth Bishop

SEA-WEED   by   D. H. Lawrence
Sea-weed sways and sways and swirls
As if swaying were its form of stillness
and if it flushes against fierce rock
it slips over it as shadows do, without
hurting itself.

SCHOOL BUS by Jacqui Lewis
School children
tumble out of the bus,
spill like marbles
over the floor,
quickly to roll away.

Watch MMP Simile a way of comparing
things
Here is a five-line poem based on simi-
les. The first three lines consist of similes
using 'like' or ’as'. The fourth line is a
general comment  about the subject of
the poem, and the last line names the
subject.

Cats
Eyes like emeralds
Beautiful as jewels
Claws like hooks
Prowling for the kill —
Cats.

He is going like a rocket!

My shirtsleeve hangs
over the rim
of the laundry basket
like a limp human arm
from the jaws
         of a crocodile

THE LAUNDRY BASKET
by Chris Hereward



THE METAPHOR is a form of comparison that asks us to imagine one thing as
being another. Watch MMP Metaphor

What’s the difference?
●Simile: The sun is Iike a golden eye peeping over the horizon peeping over

the horizon.
●Metaphor: The sun is a golden eye

What is … the sun? by Wes Magee
The sun is an orange dinghy
Sailing across a calm sea.
It is a gold coin
Kicked high into the summer sky
It is a red thumb-print
On a sheet of pale blue paper.
It is a gold top from a milk bottle
Floating on a puddle.

SPILL by Judith Thurman
The wind scatters
a flock of sparrows —
a handful of small change
spilled suddenly
from the cloud’s pocket.

METAPHOR by Gwenda Mackay
When I walk outside I play a game
Of matching things-not-quite-the-same.
A tree is a green umbrella,

I t shelters me from rain.
Rain puddles are my mirrors -
I see myself again.

Worms are living rubber bands
That wriggle pinkly on my hands.
The moon's a gold ball hanging high
In the darkness of the night sky.

It teases me to make a link –
| sometimes have to think and think.



Or write about another object:
●How does it feel when you touch it?

What does it smell like?
●Does it make a sound? Have a

taste?
●What does it look like seen from

different angles?
●What does it remind you of?
● Think of something as opposite to it

as possible (stone - water)
●What thoughts might it have’? (eg a

letter being written, in the mail, be-
ing read)

●Use it to advertise something  or
write an ad for it.

●Make a gift of it.- to whom, and with
what message?

Write a poem inspired by a key? What does it open? Unlock?

This key unlocks white
which takes the shape of sheep,
colors the mountains,
rolls down the river,
and rests at my door.

This key unlocks a blue gem
which lights up and takes
the shape of the sky.
colours the flowers with dew
and becomes part of rivers.

Nari Baker, age 10, was
inspired by a key:



Some Favourite Words
by  Richard Edwards

Mugwump, chubby, dunk and whoa,

Swizzle, doom and snoop,

Flummox, lilt and afterglow,

Gruff, bamboozle, whoop

And nincompoop.

Wallow, jungle, lumber, sigh,

Ooze and zodiac,

Innuendo, lullaby,

Ramp and mope and quack

And paddywhack.

Moony, undone, lush and bole,

Inkling, tusk, guffaw,

Waspish, croon and cubby-hole,

Fern, fawn, dumbledore

And many more ,

Worm.

Make a list poem of about 20
of your favourite - not every-
day – words!

Include 1,  2, 3 - and maybe
some 4 or 5 syllable words?

Look for rhymes to help you
arrange the list!

Your space for brainstorming

Your list poem:



MORNINGS by Alan Maley

Rustling sheet
shuffling feet
creaking bones
stifled groans
chirping, crowing
noses blowing,
toilets flushing,
bath taps gushing.
coffee cups clatter
breakfast chatter,
neighbours singing, ‘
telephones ringing,
radios tuning,
traffic booming ·
motorbikes thrumming
pile drivers drumming
jet planes thunder -
I just wonder
at the NOISE!

Sound of Water
by Mary O’Neill
The sound of water is:
Rain,   Lap,
Fold,   Slap,
Gurgle,   Splash,
Churn,   Crash.
Murmur,    Pour,
Ripple,    Roar,
Plunge,  Drip,
Spout,    Slip,
Sprinkle,  Flow,
Ice,    Snow.

Here are two sound poems. MORNINGS starts with small soft poems and gradu-
ally gets louder and louder (you could play with your font size too!) SOUND OF
WATER is a list that listens to the many sounds of water as it moves.

Choose a setting - such as a place in your school, a street, market, sports match,
or fire, wind, a river . . .

Your space



Green Things

I’ll name some green things:
Let me see...
A four-leaf clover
(Lucky mel),
dancing grass
when spring rain falls,
a slick cucumber’s overalls,
the green the summer oak tree wears
to camouflage a squirrel’s stairs;
an artichoke, a lime, the sea,
a bouquet of broccoli,
and somewhere in a forest hollow
a slim green snake
too quick to follow.
Now, time for lunch.
What will it be?
Why, all the pea soup
We can swallow!

What is Grey?   by Mary O’Neill

Grey is the colour of an elephant
and a mouse
and a tumbledown house.
lt’s fog and smog,
and very fine print.
lt’s a hush and
the wetness of melting slush.
Tiredness and oysters
both are grey,
smoke swirls
and grandmother’s curls.
Pigeons are grey
and a rainy day,
the sad look of a slum
and chewing gum.
Pussy willows are grey
in a velvety way.
Suits, shoes and bad news,
beggars‘ hats
and alley cats,
skin of a mole
and a worn slipper sole.
Content is grey
and sleepiness too,
they wear grey suede gloves
when they’re touching you.

Colours
(from What is Red?) by Mary O'Neill

Red is a sunset
Blazing and bright
Red is feeling brave
With all your might.
Red is a sunburn
Spot on your nose,
Sometimes red
Is a red, red rose.
Red squiggles out
When you cut your hand.
Red  is a brick and
The sound of a band.
Red is a hotness
You get inside
When you’re embarrassed
And want to hide.

Firecracker, fireengine
Fireflicker red
And when you’re angry
Red runs through your head.
Red is a lipstick,
Red is a shout,
Red is a signal
That says: ‘Watch out!’
Red is a great big
Rubber ball.

Red is the giant-est
Colour of all.
Red is a show-off
No doubt about it –
But can you imagine
Living without it?

C o l o u r f u l P o e m s

Colours lend themselves to lists of wildly assorted things. I like Green Things, because after the
opening line, it doesn’t name the colour once.  Use the next page for your writing.

Watch Roger read
and

to demonstrate the different
vocal energy a poem can
have. Which poem do you
think needs a lot of energy?



. Maybe you want to write a shape poem of
something associated with your colour. Favourite colours?



Create an  of 8 lines following the recipe laid out below



Class or group poems - 1

10 little schoolkids went out to dine
One choked on brussel sprouts,
and then there were 9.

9 little schoolkids sat up very late
One overslept himself,
and then there were 8

8 little schoolkids …….(Rhymes with seven!)
?????
and then there were 7

Complete from 6 down to one (or none!)



Class or group poems 2

THE WINDOW (a poem to complete)

There once was a small window
Hidden away in the corner of a room
One day . . .

a little boy looked through the window
And saw a bright red fire engine.
An actress looked through the window
And saw her name in lights.

A farmer looked through the window
And saw

A housewife looked through the window
And saw

A poet looked through the window
And saw

A ghost looked through the window
And saw

A carpenter looked through the window
And saw

A gardener looked through the window
And saw

A beggar looked through the window
And saw

A                             looked through the window
And saw

A                             looked through the window
And saw

A                             looked through the window
And saw

Then God looked through the window
And saw

You could vary the way of
looking or seeing:

● glared, watched, peeked,

● stared, peered, glanced

● noticed, observed



Class or group poems - 3

Tell me what lies behind,
or what you find beyond,

The Forgotten Door



What makes you angry’? sad? happiest? most afraid?

M) It's not fair! How often do you feel something just isn't right? So right
it - or rather, write it! Send a poetic letter of complaint and get it off your
chest.

Why can't I
Why is my brother allowed to ...?

LIKE WHAT: Any object or feeling can be taken through the LIKE WHAT
list, and should be used anytime you get stuck stuck writing anything - not
just poetry!

color like.. .
hot like.. .
cold like.. .
sounds like.. .
tastes like.. .

           smells; like.. .
         looks like... (shape, size)
         texture like... (rough, slimy)
         moves like .. .
Eg: Anger can be:

●red like tomato sauce boiling over on the stove
●gray like a storm cloud
●cold like icicles hanging from gutters
●COLD like someone who won't talk to you
●smells like a skunk
●tastes like rotten eggs
●slithers like a cobra through my brain, giving me poisonous

thoughts
●rough as sandpaper;
●sharp as porcupine quills


